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Introduction
The national lockdown announced in March 20 to stop the spread of the COVID-19
infection, took all of India by surprise.There were strict instructions not to travel, go
out for work or meet people that made made people distraught and worried. The most
hit were the working-class families who lived on daily wages and had little or no
savings to cope with the economic impact of the lockdown. Everybody was forced to
stay at home, that meant meant at least five to six people staying in a 25 square feet
room, which serves as a living room, kitchen, dining room, bathing space and
bedroom. Life in these lower income settlements of the city almost come to a
standstill. There had never seen such a big pause in their everyday lives, people who
used to constantly meet and converse in the lanes and the roads were halted in their
balconies and doorways. The city was in slow motion, and without its workers
appeared stripped.
Children and young people of Ankur collectives who used to come to the collective
to share their stories and also create stories, were confined to the four walls of their
homes. They were not able to meet and draw on their collective energies. Despite this
confinement, their thoughts and stories were not chained, they were flying like free
butterflies. All their wings needed was wind. And that’s what we at Ankur tried to
provide them with, by encouraging them to express what they were experiencing
during the lockdown, their questions, feeling and thoughts, through writing,
photography, recording and drawings.
Under the unusual circumstance we thought of connecting with them by forming
what’sapp groups. But we were also aware that in the communities that we are
working with, each child or even a family may not have a mobile phone. There may
be one or at the most two mobile phones to be used by the entire family. Even if they
have a phone, they may not have internet. And even if they have the internet, they
may not be able to recharge due to affordability issues. Still, together we thought we
could make a start.
Children used the phones of their fathers, brothers, mothers, elder sisters, maternal
and paternal uncles to join the Whatsapp group. And then they started sending us
their tales, photos, videos, sound recordings and write ups on their lives during this
lockdown. With the gradual relaxation of lockdown restrictions and unlock, we started
meeting them at the centres in small groups and began interactions in the
communities. The children and young people have continued to engage in dialgoues
and creatively document life in pandemic as it unfolded through the year.
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We believe that engaging children in creative endeavors during such times of
pause and crisis, can help them keep themselves physically and mentally agile and
positive. It can build their resilience and contribute to their well-being. We think that
as writers, they should be able to gauge the nuances of the lockdown and the
pendamic– who is caught in it and how, who is not affected much by it and who is
suffering the most. They have been handed over a serious responsibility to express,
write and document these times for future references. They are not seen as mere
spectators but engaged chroniclers of the times. Their stories that strive to straddle
all available forms of communication present the life of working-class families during
the lockdown and pendamic, through the eyes of children and young people.
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Children’s Programme
The children’s program engages children in co-construction of knowledge. It enhances
children’s expression and exploration through listening, speaking, writing, reading
and research, and draws on the locality as a learning resource.

Learning Collective (6-10 year olds)
The learning collective celebrates the spirit of wonder and curiosity of young children,
and invites them to share their stories and relate them to text books. It is a nurturing
space for children, to enhance their skills of expression and to create opportunities
for them to learn from the community. The space gives them freedom to play with
their imagination, and design a space for themselves.
The children (practitioners) spoke about the changes in their daily routine during
the lockdown. They shared what they missed about the everyday routine of going to
school, such as meeting friends. They imagined what the school bag might be
thinking.
They spoke of their play at home during the lockdown and the effects of lockdown
on their parents’ work. They expressed how they were helping their parents in these
stressful times, by running small errands, assisting parents in managing carts and
stalls and looking after their siblings. They expressed how the festivals felt different
during the lockdown, having only simple meals and no snacks and delicacies, not
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being able to meet relatives. They spoke about sealing of their lanes when there were
COVID cases.
They shared how their lanes had not been cleaned for more than a month during
the lockdown, garbage was piled up in lanes, which led to foul smells, increase in
insects and drain water entering their homes, and how this was putting them at even
greater risk in corona times.
They enjoyed reading out their stories on the terrace in the winter season. They
drew pictures depicting life in lockdown – helping at home, wearing masks, festival
time and wedding ceremonies in lockdown and after. Opportunities were created for
children to play at the centre and also in the nearby park, maintaining social distance
and wearing masks. They produced a range of creative works that included texts,
drawings and narrations.
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Club (10-14 year olds)
The club gives an open floor to children to express and explore their experiences,
dilemmas and dreams. It facilitates their explorations and research of different facets
of life in their locality.
The children (practitioners) of club took up themes of ‘lockdown and its impact’
and ‘life in corona times’ for their writings and reflection.
They shared how their neighborhood had changed from what it was before the
lockdown – the lanes had become quiet, the parks have become empty. They spoke
about the drastic change in their everyday routines and not getting any space and
time to play with friends, moments of boredom, stress and relaxation. They wrote
about the difficulties they were facing at home such as maintaining social distance
in cramped spaces where there was hardly any space to breathe, washing hands
frequently when there were only one or two soaps in the house that had to be shared
amongst the different family members and the water was limited.
The lockdown had significantly curtailed the movements of children, who
otherwise could be seen all over the locality. The practitioners listed the occasions
when they had gone out such as going to the ration shop or stationery store,
delivering food to their father at his cart. It emerged that they had ventured out for
very short periods, for specific work and mostly to places near their homes, taking
safety precautions.
They discussed words that had entered their everyday conversations and
vocabulary - virus, pandemic, quarantine, social distance, sanitizer, mask, online
class, migrants, login, work from home vaccine and corona warrior. They wrote about
instances where people had helped each other, choosing compasion over fear.
They created a photo-series on the most visible sign of COVID times – masks.
They clicked pictures of people wearing masks in public and the feelings hidden
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behind the mask – the worries of losing work and finding jobs, missing the time
with friends etc.
They shared how children in their neighborhood, including themselves, were
helping their parents to earn some income, such as going to the whole sale market to
buy vegetables and fruits for their carts and also managing the stalls in their lanes
or nearby areas. They discussed how the long queues and crowds at the wholesale
markets, with no social distancing made it risky for them in COVID times, and the
intimidating presence of policemen who did not allow them to choose their vegetables.
They also observed how some children were helping their parents in doing piece-rate
work, making rakhis and net bags. Later they did a comprehensive survey of kinds
of labor activities children had gotten into, their specific family circumstances, how
it impacted their school.
Their stories reflected how the lockdown increased the responsibilities for the
daughters and mothers in the family, and how the prolonged presence of elder
brothers and fathers at home placed greater restrictions on their mobility. They wrote
texts on the relationship between mother and daughter during the pandamic. There
was discussion on times when they felt vulnerable or harassed during the lockdown,
such as being touched inappropriately by the person at the general store when they
went to buy groceries; being stared at by a group of boys who had gathered at the
corner of the lane.
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They discussed about the challenges of online learning, for them and their
families. These included- struggling to arrange for a mobile, getting old mobile
repaired, no money for mobile recharge, tension of reduced phone balance,
compromising on food items to cover internet expenses, doing school work at night
when father/brother returns, sharing of a single mobile amongst siblings. The girls
also shared that their turn to access the mobile for school work, was after their
brothers. They wrote about the problems of studying at home such as noise at home,
no quiet corner, insufficient light, no-one in family to help with school-work, not being
able to comprehend what was being taught, the difficulty in reading on a blurred
mobile screen, the strain on the eyes due to prolonged exposure to mobile, problems
in getting stationery and downloading and taking print-outs of their assignments.
They wrote about what kept them connected to school – online classes, what’sapp groups, going to school for worksheets and assignments, getting rations and
meals from school etc. They wrote about the first day of school after the lockdown
and how the school looked different with sanitizers, posters of corona and how it
felt greeting friends from a distance and talking to them wearing masks, and not
sharing lunch.
They shared the new things they learnt during pandemic – learning to operate a
mobile and download documents, finding new recipes on you-tube, making a durry
from old clothes, making dolls using socks, making toys from clay, creating a garden
on the terrace. They expressed that all they wanted was that corona be over, and life
returns to the normal as it was before the lockdown – their parents going back to
work, mothers not feeling hassled about making meals, and they going to school.
They researched the impact of the lockdown on the livelihoods of people in their
locality, by speaking to gardeners, garbage cleaners, barbers, vegetable vendors and
others. There were people who were self-employed, had their own work before the
lockdown that they couldn’t resurrect after the lockdown and thus were forced into
doing some new work, for example, someone who was a fish-seller turned to selling
fruits, a tailor took up a job of a security guard. Under the theme ‘it’s a work to find
work’, they detailed the efforts and struggles of individuals in finding work. They wrote
about the fears of working women – not being called to work, uncertainty of job and
income, anxiety about meeting expenses, increased pressure of household work,
being confined at home and loss of freedom.
They selected scenes from their stories on lockdown and developed them in
drawings, and also created small stories around their illustrations. They honed their
writings on the theme of ‘humiliated childhood’ and ‘relationship between mother and
daughter’, with inputs from resource persons.
The International Play Day was celebrated through a relay race played in the
whatsapp group, in which the participants created a story collectively. The
participants contributed lines describing a scene, character or a dialogue amongst
characters. Five rounds of the game were played.
7
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The young writers/researchers have grown up in the city of Delhi, but almost all
of them have a connection with their native villages. The interface with rural life gives
them an experience and awareness of nature and a sense of their cultural traditions
of their communities. Growing up in the city, they experience the challenges of life in
urban areas from the vantage point of a working class neighborhood. They recognize
the difference in the pace of life, environments and experience of seasons in the village
and in the city. This combined experience of the urban and the rural adds depth to
their engagement with issues of environment.
The practitioners explored key themes related to environment – land, plants and
trees, water and waste. While exploring the theme, ‘trees and plants’, they conducted
series of interviews with a lady gardener who runs a nursery and found out about
how she started the garden on a barren land, her everyday routine, caring for the
plants, the joy of seeing the sprouts and buds, the significance of soil and water for
plants, effect on COVID on her garden. They prepared a video, ‘A garden in 22 square
metres’, a presentation of Ankur talkies.
They clicked pictures of the gardens created by residents on the terraces,
staircases, platforms of their homes and gullies and made a list of the plants. The
gardeners showed their plants with a sense of pride whom they nurture with care
and spoke about their importance in life. The process brought out people’s own
initiatives to keep their environs green, in their limited, small spaces, despite various
constraints.
To understand about waste and recycling, they interviewed a local junk dealer
and found out about how he evaluates the different materials and categorizes them,
the journey of each kind of waste from his shop to the factories for recycling and the
challenges of this work during different seasons. They observed closely his
interactions with customers and staff, and the way he had arranged his shop cum
home. They created a dictionary of waste items in an alphabetical order. They spoke
to a garbage collector, who collects waste from homes and takes it to the garbage
dump, from where the rag-picker sorts certain waste items to sell it at the Kabaad
8
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shop. They visited Bengali Basti, a settlement of rag-pickers and junk dealers near
the landfill and also a plant where electricity is made from waste.
They made several visits to the Ghazipur Landfill and listed the smells in different
seasons. They traced the journey of waste from the neighborhood to the landfill, and
the reverse journey of the waste from the landfill to the neighborhood whenever there
is a storm. They spoke to older residents of the neighborhood to learn about the
growth of the landfill from a small garbage dump years ago to a mountain of waste.
They made a detailed map of the landfill.
The young researchers explored the water clock of the settlement and how the
timings of water supply impacted the routines of people, especially children and
women, and about the problem of drinking water in the neighborhood. They followed
the path of the drain, flowing next to their settlement till it’s merging with the Yamuna
River and made a video. They closely observed the contents of the drain and
illustrated the path.
They listened to presentations of landscape professionals on issues of
vegetation, food and waste. They discussed possibile solutions to environmental
challenges in their surroundings such as making compost from waste, growing
some of their own food.
9
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Library (10-14 year olds)
The library nurtures a community of readers, writers and discussants. It is a space
where minds engage with the world of books in a discerning manner. They are not
just readers but writers too.
Children (Practitioners) shared what all they could read during the lockdown. They
shared how in the absence of newspapers, new text-books and the library books, they
turned to reading stories in their previous text-books and the stories that were shared
by their peers in the whatsapp group.
A book basket was circulated door to door from which they could pick up books
to read. A frame was given to each member, with the caption, ‘reading and writing in
solitude’ to encourage them to continue reading and writing, while they were
physically isolated from their peers and the collective space.
Back to the centre, they created corners where they could immerse themselves in
the stories, totally oblivious to the sounds and the world around them. They created
pieces on things they missed during the lockdown, challenges of arranging for meals,
saving costs in financially tight times, people who helped them and those they helped.
They read stories and linked them to their present context, detailed them and
reworked their endings. They refined their writings on the theme of ‘humiliated
childhood’, with inputs from a resource person.
To introduce them to another form of sharing stories, they were asked to record
their stories in front of the camera. Their initial resistance and hesitation was
gradually replaced by confidence, as they went about recording their tales in the
presence of their peers.
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English Communication and ICT (12 to 18 year olds)
The idea behind English Communication and ICT is to build the familiarity and
comfort of children with the language, using ICT that can help them to express
themselves and communicate in English with confidence.
Children (Practitioner) found a lot of opportunities to practice speaking, writing
and reading in English, by picking up themes from their everyday life and contexts.
They wrote their stories in Hindi and then attempted to write them in English. This
helped them to see how they could describe their surroundings in English. They were
eager to share little pieces of their lived experiences in the form of stories with their
peers. They practiced self-introductions, sharing details of their routine, family and
school life.
Largely the discussions revolved around the pandemic, as to what they were
hearing in their families, lanes and television. They expressed how they felt during
the lockdown - confused, scared, bored, unhappy, tensed, anxious etc. They made a
list of words that often came up in conversations these days - pandemic, COVID
cases, quarantine, mask, social distancing, sanitiser, disinfectant, outbreak, corona
warriors, corona deaths etc. The discussions would first take place in Hindi, and then
key words and phrases would be translated in English.
They wrote stories about the atmosphere in their locality, school life then and
now, challenges of online classes, ways for connecting with friends, the experience of
being with the family the whole time, situations in the family etc. The stories were
first narrated and written in Hindi, and then translated in English. They were then
encouraged to narrate these stories in English, without reading from the translated
text. Following the same process, they also shared several other stories. They were
introduced to the Google Translate software, for ease in translating their texts from
Hindi to English.
They regularly read the major headlines and box summaries of article in the
English newspaper. They discussed what was happening around the country and the
world during the pandemic, such as the rise of cases, the lack of medical facilities,
and the people who are helping during the pandemic. This added to their awareness
and also helped in increasing their vocabulary.
In circumstances of the pendamic when there is stress on using digital means,
lack of access to computers, internet and phone, could make them feel alienated and
excluded from education, school and friends. They were expected to use applications
like “zoom”, “Google meet” and “Skype” to attend classes from home, but the lack of
access created stress for them. The centre provided them a space where they could
attend their classes, using the laptop, phones and desktops. They learnt to use the
different apps. They became familiar with social media platforms and used them for
recreation and learning. They learned to make accounts on “Instagram”, “Facebook”,
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“YouTube”. They created pages and profiles, added texts, uploaded images, learned
tagging, writing and managing comments and engaged. This helped in enhancing
their creativity and gave them a window to explore through social media.
The practitioners watched a few episodes of the British serial, “mind your
language’’, that is set in a classroom where students from diverse racial, ethnic and
linguistic backgrounds come to learn English, and depicts their struggles and
challenges in learning English. They were able to relate to the plot. They learnt some
new words in English while reading the sub-titles and also learnt how they could be
used contextually.
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For practice in conversation and motivation, sessions were held with members of
the community, a law student, former UPSC aspirant and an NGO worker. The two
shared with them the ways in which they learnt the language, the barriers they faced
and how it benefits them at work now.
They practiced working on the computers, and learnt how to use the different softwares, such as Photoshop and created artworks. They wrote stories and typed them
using word document. They learnt how to create a document, type using the
keyboard, give space between words, use capital and small letters, create a
paragraph, delete or correct a word, and how to save a document. They clicked
photographs and uploaded the images on the computers. They learnt how to make
folders and store their work in the folder. They learnt how to use MS Excel, by making
mark-sheets, attendance sheet, salary sheet, electric bills.
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Youth Program
The youth program builds a culture of sharing and listening amongst youth, enhances
process of self-learning and opens up possibilities for better futures

Young Women’s Collective (14-24 year olds)
The young women’s collective generates accounts of self and contexts, and facilitates
exploration of gender. It enables young women to explore alternatives for future.
For the young women, the centre is a learning space apart from school, tuition
centres and sipara centres. The pandemic and lockdown being a major event for them
and their families became a major focus of exploration especially in the ways it
impacted girls and women.
One of the themes of discussion and writing was ‘calls’ – family members always
calling out to them for doing errands. They all shared that the domestic responsibilities
had considerably increased for them, and it was stressful when everyone was at home.
They shared what offered them respite during this period – drying clothes on the
terrace, speaking through the window with a friend living next door, chatting on the
mobile, walking in the balcony. While speaking of the ‘lockdown at home’ that they
faced, they pointed out that while men could still move out of home on small pretexts,
women just could not. The presence of boys and men through the entire day, had
changed the ethos of their homes and communities. The practitioners spoke of the
restrictions and boundaries being laid for them - they could not go to market, sleep in
the afternoon, be without their dupatta (scarfs/stoles), stand outside and interact with
neighbors, have the television remote in their hands. They were also relieved that there
were no guests and relatives, no strict routines during the lockdown.
The practitioners shared the problems they were facing during menstruation. As
the schools were closed, they didn’t get sanitary napkins and the financial situations
at home did not leave any scope to buy napkins. They were relying on whatever cloths
were available at home, which sometimes resulted in irritation, pain and difficulty in
walking during the periods.
They discussed the theme of ‘sisterhood’- the close relationships women develop
with other women that are not necessarily by blood, giving each other generous ears,
unstinting support and being non-judgmental, having a shared world view, freely
voicing their thoughts and walking along with each other. These are bonds that
women cherish and that help them sail through in various circumstances, including
the pandemic crisis. They wrote about aspects that they have been thankful for during
the lockdown such as father being called back at his job, no one falling sick in the
family, rations received from the village.
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The practitioners who were enrolled at school were anxious that even if they were
promoted to the next class they would lag behind, when would their Board exams
take place and if there would be delay in results their admission to college would be
affected. They spoke about the challenges of online education – getting the phone
only in late evenings, costs of taking print outs and texts. They were worried that the
pandemic would disrupt their education as there was pressure from home to leave
school, not being allowed to study even through open school or correspondence.
They found out how the young women of the locality who were working in the city
were affected by the lockdown. For example, one young woman working as a trainee
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nurse attendant was stopped by the family citing fear of corona; another working at
a beauty parlor started working in a factory after she lost her job. Many also spoke
of feeling confined during the lockdown, and feeling burdened with domestic work.
There were also young women who began looking for work, due to the family
conditions after the lockdown. They had to weigh different factors such as distance,
salary, nature of job, while making the decisions and cope with societal comments
as they moved out to work.
The practitioners also wrote about the impact of lockdown on livelihoods of
women, such as those working as domestic workers in nearby middle-class
neighborhoods, who were not being called to work even after the ease in lockdown
restrictions. Those who were self-employed, shared how they had to change the
products they were selling at their carts, and others spoke of reduced orders for piece
rate work.
While making video clips in the locality they discussed the technical aspects such
as how to hold the camera and decide the angle, and also the substantive aspects
such as the questions to be posed to the subjet and the safety measures while
shutting to be taken.
They went to Sunder Nursery. Going after such a prolonged period, to a green
open environment gave them a sense of respite from the prolonged period of being
inside their homes. Volunteers from Saire-Nizamuddin gave them a guided tour of
the area. Appreciating the bio-diversity of the park, they felt that it was important to
befriend nature and not turn our backs to it, and in the process bringing harm to
nature and ourselves.
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Mohalla Media Lab (14-20 years olds)
Mohalla media lab facilitates young people to revisit the locality and the city to
produce narratives of ordinary lives, in different media forms.
The youth (practitioners) wrote logs and made photo series, video clips and audio
recordings on changes in the locality during the lockdown on themes such as – closed
shops and operational shops, deserted parks and playgrounds, the quiet nights,
terraces and lanes, barricades on the streets, bus stands and public transport. To
record how the pandemic had affected the livelihoods of people and how they were
surviving, they interviewed e-rickshaw drivers, garbage van drivers, kabadiwalas, tea
sellers, auto-drivers, priests, barbers, vegetable sellers, weekly market vendors etc.
They researched the changes in livelihoods –those who had lost their jobs or business
were taking up new, unfamiliar work, using the limited resources of money, materials
and space. Some had taken to door to door selling, visiting lanes in the locality to sell
masks, spices. Some were using the open spaces in front of their homes to set up
shops, others had added corona related products to their shops, a few converted half
of their shops to medical stores. The practitioners uploaded several videos on their
channel Apna Tube.
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Community Program
The community program facilitates dialogue amongst children and their families,
builds on the social and intellectual life of the community and supports collective
initiatives.
Considering the pandemic situation, the interactions were in the form of one to
one conversations, over phone and in person, and small group interactions in the
locality, avoiding larger group meetings.
The Corona pandemic safety precautions demanded major changes in hitherto
established ways of being and living, such as wearing masks, maintaining distance,
avoiding crowding and social gatherings. These were neither easy to fathom or accept
for people. The need to observe safety precautions and take special care of children
and elderly, who were most vulnerable, was underlined in every interaction in the
community. Poster-stickers were put up at different locations such as places of
worship, shops, carts, public toilets, doors and side-walls of home, to convey these
messages. Post the lockdown, in the urgency to get back on their feet, people started
ignoring the safety precautions, especially wearing masks. Flyers explaining the
importance of masks and the right way of wearing them were distributed within the
localities and also in neighboring communities and in and around schools.
Discussions were held with families, whose children were sitting on vegetable/fruit
carts on the street, regarding their high vulnerability to COVID. It was suggested they
ensure children wore masks, washed hands frequently and if possible stop/reduce
the time they spend on the carts.
Information regarding welfare schemes announced by the government during and
after the lockdown was shared in the community, for example the scheme to issue
temporary ration card for those without ration card; providing Rs. 5000 for drivers of
taxis, school vans and carriers, who had license; hospital helpline numbers. It was
shared at locations from where they could reach out to a large number of people,
such as the local coaching centre, photo-studio cum cyber café, and a general store.
People were also helped in accessing these schemes.
The women spoke about the additional pressure of household work on their
shoulders, the stress of keeping kitchen fires burning in such tight times, handling
frustrations of men due to their dwindling income and loss of jobs, coping with
tensions in the family as everyone was home and finding some moments to relax.
They also shared their concerns regarding work - struggling to find orders for piece
rate work, narrowing of the space they found from household chores and family
environs when they went to work, and not being called to work or paid by the
employers. They also spoke of their problems like insufficient ration, difficulties in
procuring gas cylinders, not being able to get wood from outside, hospitals not
treating non-COVID patients, and issues of online education such as not having
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smart phones or lack of money for mobile recharge. They were also concerned about
how much would be the actual learning of children in such classes and how their
children in senior classes would prepare for their exams. Women whose children had
taken admission in private schools through the EWS quota feared that their children
would lag behind their more well-off peers who have computers at home.
Families were facing severe economic hardships due to loss of jobs and incomes and
depletion of meager savings. People were in distress, hunger was a bigger issue than
COVID for them. Those families that were headed by single women, elderly, disabled,
and where the only earning member had lost a job, migrant families and those without
ration cards were particularly vulnerable. Under the initiative, ‘A small help in difficult
times’, ration kits were distributed to 400 such families. The kit included wheat flour,
rice, sugar, poha, salt, dals, dalia, tea, spices, besan, semolina etc. and a few stationery
items for children. Youth of Ankur collectives helped in identification of families,
procurement and distribution and maintaining safety protocols. Members of the
community and the vendors helped in making arrangements and contributed some
items for free. The families were relieved to receive the dry rations and felt that atleast
for some days the children won’t have to go to sleep on empty stomach, they could
concentrate on looking for job without worrying about the daily meal, use their small
money to return loans taken instead of spending on ration.
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In collaboration with the initiative Mission Mahina, sanitary napkins were
distributed to 125 girls. Considering the hardships children and families were facing
in online education, mobile recharge was done for about 150 children. Children felt
that it provided them a big relief as they could receive and submit their assignments
of time, attend online classes and also chat with their friends and relatives.
On Women’s day, small community events were held on the theme, ‘These days,
the year gone by’–the women shared how they had experienced and coped with the
lockdown and pandemic in the last one year. They felt that these times were worse
than losing a job and how they felt imprisoned. Women spoke about work, finances,
online education and how amidst all this they took care of their families. They
expressed that they had to be brave, and keep their faith, with a resolve to move on
despite all odds. Though there was a sense of uncertainty and angst that they felt,
they were resilient and continued to persevere.
The lockdown disrupted the small gatherings that are both the life of the locality
and also a life-line for people. People share their everyday stories with each other,
discuss their problems and find support. Such outlets help in release of tensions,
and prevent the escalation of tensions. During the lockdown, loneliness crept into
the life of the neighborhood. The lockdown meant no one to speak to about those un-
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slept nights, difficult days and insufficient meals. People searched for time and
space. The practitioners of collectives shared the stories they were writing in their
homes, in intimate gatherings with close family members. Giving words to what the
family was going through, listening to family’s experience by one of their own. The
idea was to uplift their spirit and morale so that they continue to tread the
undulating path. To reconnect people, stories were read on terraces and parks,
with a few people and read out stories to them. Videos made by practitioners were
shown at appropriate locations.
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Partnership with Institutions for Children
and Youth
The partnership with schools, institutions for children and youth seeks to promote
child centred pedagogical practice, emphasises children’s right to creativity and
provokes a new thinking on urban margins.
The sessions at the Native pride school began through a what’sapp group and
online interaction. The conversations were around themes of how they spent the time
in lockdown, funny stories of difficult time, challenges of online classes in school.
The sessions at Blind school began through a what’sapp group and online
interaction. The online series of sessions were titled, ‘Cyber window for children’s
creative well-being’. Children spoke about how they were spending time at home,
some said that the villages were still safe from Covid and that they could move out in
the fields and listen to different sounds, someone spoke of creating musical tunes.
They expressed that while they were enjoying being at home, they missed being at
the hostel amongst their peers. They recorded their bitter-sweet memories of
lockdown. They shared how mobile became their sole companion and the only link
with their friends at the hostel, with whom they played various mobile games such
as ludo, memory, cricket.
The sessions at Madrasas began when some of the children returned. The broad
theme was ‘returning to madrasa’. The children spoke of their restlessness at not
being able to leave for home and being stuck at the Madrasa due to the lockdown
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and cancellation of trains, the fears during the Tablighi Jamaat episode, finally being
able to leave for their village, spending time at home and then coming back to the
Madrasa and the changes they find in their life at Madrasa now.
In the sessions at the Shelter for Homeless, the children spoke of the changes in
sounds in the shelter and the neighborhood, spaces in the shelter that provided them
relief when confined during the lockdown such as the staircase, terrace, and corridor.
They wrote about the fears of Corona – how it is not so easy to maintain distance in
a shelter as utensils/blankets/sheets look alike and the crowding of the shelter due
to increase in number of visitors. They spoke of the school – the imaginary
conversation with the school bag, waiting for school to re-open.
The sessions at Children’s Home included discussion on ‘sounds that strike them’
– sound of bell when a new entrant comes to the home, someone shouting in pain,
sobs of a new entrant, murmuring at night. Around the theme of ‘freedom and
restrictions’, they listed what they associated with these words and shared how
restrictions were sometimes necessary and sometimes they could lead to conflicts.
They spoke about their first day at home and feelings of fear and anxiety. They spoke
of spaces that they home that give them a sense of joy and peace such as the kitchen,
computer and music classroom, dance room, the park and the bench.
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Linkages and Networks
The collaboration with university departments, ngos and networks, seeks to promote
child centred pedagogical practice, emphasises children’s right to creativity and
provokes a new thinking on urban margins.
As part of the Child Rights Alliance of India for Child Protection (CRAICP), a
network working on the issue of child protection, Ankur took part in preparing a
policy brief on ‘Rights of Children in Times of COVID’, and contributed specifically to
the Education sub-group note. At the public launch of the Policy Brief, Ankur spoke
about the challenges and action ahead with respect to Right to Education and was
part of the interface with the Members of the Parliament. The experiences and voices
of children and their communities were also drawn upon in Ankur’s contributions to
the deliberations in the Education sub-group for preparing the policy brief and the
presentation on education at the webinar. The videos made by Ankur practitioners
on the challenges they and their families faced due to the lockdown and the changes
they wished for, contributed to the Lockdown Diaries series and were also included
in the film shown at the launch of policy brief.
The collaboration with Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra during the pandemic was an
effort to transcend the boundaries of continents to connect with each other, comfort
and give hope and reassurance through virtual touch and listening. It was hinged on
a creative blend of writing and music, and use of communication media and internet.
Children wrote stories and created video clips that were then integrated with music of
the Orchestra. It culminated in four videos - Icy calm, Sounds of silence, Not liking
anything and Nobody is happy with lockdown. They were released online, through the
channel Ankur_Lab, collaboration between SKOhr-LABOR and Ankur. The children,
who made the videos, wrote accounts of their experience and what this creative
endeavor meant to them and their families in these challenging times. To lighten the
moments in the locality, a music piece from Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra was played
on the terrace amidst family members and neighbors of different age-groups.
Ankur hosted the program Daur-e-Corona mein Balbeeti- children’s experiences
in Lockdown and pandemic. The book authored by children of Ankur collectives on
the theme was introduced at this event attended by child rights and gender
practitioners, academicians from Departments of Social work, Delhi university and
Jamia Milia Islamia. Five young authors of Ankur collectives shared read out their
stories. Three guest speakers/experts in fields of child rights/child protection,
gender and education and literature presented their thoughts on the book. The video
stories of ankur_lab (collaboration with Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra).Children’s
voices were covered in an article in the leading English daily, Times of India. Small
gatherings were held in the community inviting people to read the book to boost the
morale of children.
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As part of the Delhi and national level youth network, the youth of Ankur
collectives took part in sessions on various issues - climate change and corona,
increasing child-labor in pandemic times, role of panchayats in pandemic times and
challenges faced in dealing with local bodies. These issues were discussed by the
youth representatives with their peers to develop a shared understanding on these
issues, and possible ways of responding to them. The collective took up action
projects such as maintenance of parks, sanitation. They took stock of situations on
the ground, and approached concerned government officials and municipal councilors
for action. They carried out the network campaign ‘My planet, my rights’ campaign
in their locality. They collected signatures, in both online and offline mode, to generate
awareness on two critical issues – water depletion and climate change. The outcomes
of these processes were shared in the deliberations of the youth network.
A workshop, ‘Give wings to your pen’ was held with young women from Pace
Project, Action India centre for drop-out girls, who are being helped to pursue their
education through open school. The themes included – what are the stories we have
that we want to tell, how to write one’s story, what is the role of imagination in writing
a story, how does being part of a collective help in writing stories and what are the
opportunities for narrating our stories. The young women heard some of the stories
written by practitioners of Ankur collective. They were invited to write their stories of
how they spent time during the lockdown and the problems that they were facing.
They shared how their routines were affected, and they had less time to study. Some
had begun to support their families, in the new works/stalls they were putting up,
post the lockdown.
Ankur collaborated with the Third Eye Portal, Nirantar through a column focusing
on adolescent girls seeking new modes and language of expression. They bring fresh
perspectives in the way they see and write about their experience hasn’t got registered
in the well-known corridors of writing. The way their stories are woven and the way
they describe, has a distinct sensitivity that can surprise. The first story in this portal
was, Preetiyan – a tale of adolescent girl caught in suspicion.
Stories of children and young people and a text of a facilitator were also shared in
a blog and also in The Wire, online magazine. Two members of Ankur team, shared
their experiences of engaging children and youth of margins in creative practice, in
an online event, organized by Hans publication. Childhood in Lockown story was
published in Chakmak, children’s science magazine.
Ankur collaborated with Max Planck Institutue, Halle and Department of
Anthropology, Leipzig University, Germany on a research project to document impact
of lockdown on the urban marzinalised. In-depth studies of ten families on
documenting various dimensions of the impact were undertaken. These included
suspicious of illness, loneliness of Covid, travelling during lockdown, meals and
ration, looking for work etc.
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Lockdown Stories

OUR LANE – BEFORE AND AFTER
Tehreen Bano
1.
There used to be a lot of hustle bustle in my street as early as 6am. Somebody
would be kick-starting their bike to go to office, some child would be going to a friend’s
house to ask him to accompany him to their school, someone would be cleaning the
front of their house. I could recognize people without even looking at them. Like our
Neha didi, who would be sweeping the floor, and I could identify her with closed eyed
because she would put all her energy in her broomstick. Similarly whenever Sylvie
would call Muskaan to go to school, the whole lane would burst into laughter. The
two uncles living in Sylvie’s neighborhood would go to the park for jogging and it
seemed that they were compelled to clap their hands and as soon as they clapped
their hands, the feeding pigeons took a startled flight. Whenever I would return after
school, I would find many more people in the lane. The neighborhood boys would be
walking while talking on their phones. Some people would be just aimlessly roaming
around, some would be buying vegetables and a few would be sitting in small groups
and would be chatting away. If a woman would buy some vegetables, she would be
sitting at somebody’s front door, having a conversation while shelling peas. And only
when the sun would be very strong at noon, the people would go back indoors. After
then the most important time was 6 pm in the evening. Our battalion is the pride of
our lane and whenever we do not play the, lane looks completely deserted. The whole
lane would be lit up with our games such as hide and seek, kho kho, and the Tag
game. While returning after a tiring day at the office, some of the people would unwind
at the intersection by laughing and joking with others. In the evening, like the elders,
we children also had a meeting every day from seven to eight pm and our meeting
was chaired /captained by ‘Chachi’(aunt).
2.
Now none of these events happen. We don’t gather for our daily evening meets.
Nobody even tries to step out of the house unnecessarily. Those who used to go to
school and go for work every day, now only step out if they have some important
work. In the afternoon, the lane that used to resemble a marketplace looks completely
abandoned. There is not even the buzzing of the flies. Earlier there were a few
customers of Abbu (father), who would arrive and then forget to leave, but now only
their voices ring in my ears. The people who would laugh and joke at the intersection
earlier, now hurriedly walk past, as if they don’t recognize anyone. I don’t hear the
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clapping sounds from the park. I am yearning to meet chachi (aunt) who used to
make several trips to my house. There is this uncle who used to keep everyone in
check but since the lockdown he himself is under house arrest. Earlier we would stop
the cloth vendors in the lane to buy goods from their hand carts. There was a whole
process of selection and the final approval was taken from this one uncle. Everyone
would greet my Abbu and would exchange pleasantries. Now all that is lost
somewhere. Every Sunday people would call all of us outside, sit on a mat next to
the road, and play the game free fire on the phone. We would be so engrossed in the
game while our mother would be really upset about it. Now all this doesn’t happen.
There was this series being telecast on B.R. Ambedkar, that I used to keenly watch
and even used to fight if anyone disturbed me during this time. Now I have stopped
waiting for the 8pm slot because only the reruns of old serials are being telecast. My
mother repeatedly says that when there was no lockdown a lot of people had asked
her whether she would like to work from home and do things such as toy-packing
etc. but now there is not a single person in sight. A usual walk in the park after dinner
and wishing everybody good night is now like a distant dream.

CORONA VIRUS
Anshika
01
There is news that corona virus has come. I told my father, “Give me your
phone”. He asked, “What for?’’ I replied, “I want to do something.” I opened the
YouTube and searched for cures to end corona virus. But there was nothing in it.
Angrily, I gave the phone back to my father. When the news came again, it was
announced that the schools will remain closed till the 10th of this month, due to
corona. After that day, my mother told us to wash hands thoroughly at least four
times a day or else no one to would get any meals.
Next day onwards in our house, there was only talk about corona. My mother
said, “First there were riots and now on top of it, this disease.” One day my father
asked me to apply balm on his forehead. I refused saying that I might catch corona.
When my mother heard this, she burst into laughter.
Gradually, corona has spread in Delhi too. There was news on television that
a girl named Mohini had died due to corona.
One day, I saw a lot of children wearing masks. These masks were provided by
the school. The adults, who didn’t have masks, had covered their faces with
handkerchiefs or scarves.
02 Corona has spread in India. There is police in our lane. Happy, a boy who stays
in our lane was outside his house playing a game on his mobile. The police saw him.
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Happy’s parents came out and requested the police to forgive him. The police told
Happy, “The next time we see you, we will take you with us.”
My mother complains, “Why should we be packed inside our houses? Whatever
is there in someone’s destiny, will happen. For how long can we be confined to our
homes? As it is Modiji has already stopped all means of transportation to go to
village.”
My mother was telling us that in the T.V, they were showing that all this is
happening because of the growing number of bats. There is a mansion in China where
there are more than two hundred bats.
Near my house stay some workers of the Municipal Corporation. They have a
microphone on which they constantly make announcements, ‘stay in your homes’,
‘maintain a distance of at least one meter while speaking with someone’, and ‘wash
your hands fifteen to twenty times a day’. People of the neighborhood are moving out
wearing masks. My brother says that this corona will run away soon.
I am tired of this corona virus. Everyone in my house is also fed up. My mother
is unhappy with my father’s attitude. She repeatedly talks about going back to the
village. There are more than two thousand people admitted to the hospitals. Now
hospitals are taking in only the corona patients. It’s the same scenario in GTB
hospital.
The elders at home have instructed us not to eat anything from outside, and
eat only that which is made at home. One day when my mother went to buy milk,
she saw that everyone was standing one meter distance apart and were buying
stuff one by one. There was this uncle there who was showing a video on his
phone, of five-six men in Ghaziabad who were checking their clothes and saying
there is no virus by the name of corona on them. They were badly beaten up by
the police. Mummy said that the market has been closed due to this. Whenever
the policemen push out the vegetable vendors from one place, they go to another
place to sell. Because of this movement of people, corona cases are rising. Corona
has shaken up the whole world. This disease started during the festival of
‘Navratras’ and is still continuing. It’s the month of April now. So many months
have gone by and so has my birthday. Thankfully, because of the blessings of the
Goddess, and as a gift from her, at least my birthday was not affected. People are
advising their children not to step out. But the kids get bored without playing, so
sometimes they go out to play.
People were saying that corona is such a dangerous disease that even if you
have cough, cold, sore throat and fever you should immediately go to your nearest
health center and get yourself checked. You should always wear a mask before you
step out of your house. If you catch this disease it’s almost impossible to survive
because even the doctors don’t have enough knowledge of this disease and its cure.
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Every day the number of people dying to corona is increasing and the
government is worried. This Sunday there was news about an earthquake on
television. They also said it was a mild quake. The government has closed down India
to curb the movement of people, so that the spread of the virus can be controlled,
otherwise people will face a lot of problems. I don’t like staying at home all the time.
03.The entire country is troubled due to corona. My father is deeply disturbed
because he has no work and he is getting bored. He has been trying to find work here
and there, but to no avail. Because there is no work, there is no money in the house.
Everyone in the house is disturbed. My mother is bearing the household expenses.
One day a person came and offered work to papa. He was very happy. That day Papa
came back in the evening with Rs 500. It is not certain that when corona will run
away. In television, they are mainly showing about corona. Corona will not survive in
front of the increasing heat of the Sun.

LOCKDOWN – MY HOUSE IS 20 SQUARE METRES
Gufran
Coronavirus, sounds like a girl whose name is Karuna. Since the time, the lockdown
has been announced in the country, I feel my house has been hit by an earthquake.
Our building has three floors and each floor is inhabited by three different families.
We stay on the third floor. There are six members of my family living in one small
room consisting of my parents, two brothers and two sisters. I am the youngest one
and everyone lords over me but I also get the maximum share of food. During this
lockdown, I have been so bored that I sometimes feel I am losing my mind.
Whenever I ask my elder brother for his mobile phone, he refuses point blank. If
I ask my mother to assist me in getting my brother’s mobile, then he starts making
faces at me and then we both end up in fisticuffs. And if I get hurt in the bargain
then I cry a little and go off to sleep. If I fight with my brother, sometimes my father
also hits me. After that, I always misbehave with my brother.
There are some businesses that have been allowed to operate during this lockdown
such as medical stores, provision stores and ration shops. My father runs a provision
store. He leaves for work at 8 am and is back home by 11 or 12. Whenever my father
is home, I cannot be boisterous/naughty. One day I asked my father to get me a
carom board. The children downstairs play carom but they never let me play with
them. My father scolded me for this demand and said, “all the shops are closed, how
can I buy a carom board for you?” I informed him that Agarwal uncle was selling
goods from his home, so we can buy it from him. My father said that he did not have
the money as the business was down. Then he gave me 20 rupees to buy Ludo.
As I stepped out of the house to buy Ludo, I saw some older boys running
hurriedly in the lane. One of them was Arshad Bhaiyya. I enquired, “What happened
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brother? Why are you running like this?’’. He told me to rush back upstairs as the
police was hitting people with batons. At the same time a police car appeared on the
road. They were making announcements on the mike that people should not
unnecessarily step out of the house. They should go out for important work only.
When the police van went far ahead, then I ran to Agarwal uncle’s house and knocked
the door. Agarwal uncle came out and enquired, “What do you want? “I told him that
i wanted to buy a Ludo set. He gave it to me, and I carried it back home. By the time
I reached, papa had left for his provision store.
I asked my sister to play Ludo with me, but she refused and said that she doesn’t
have time to waste on this game. Then, my brother agreed to play. As the game
progressed, both my sisters also joined in. I pointedly asked her, “Why do you want
to play now? Now you have time to spare?” She shut me up by asking me to quietly
join the game and we all started the game. We got so engrossed in this game of Ludo
that we were not even aware of the time. Sometimes I won the game and sometimes
one of my brothers and sisters. Whoever lost a game was teased mercilessly. I was
losing more and that was unbearable for me and so I started pulling my sister Zeba’s
hair. She started crying just as Papa came in. Papa loves Zeba the most and always
takes her side. So when he saw her crying, he admonished me.
During the night, on the TV news they were talking about the rising number of
corona patients in various places. On the seventh day of the lockdown, my elder sister
had a bout of cough and high fever. My younger sister Zeba sleeps with my older
sister and she also had cough and cold. My parents were really scared as they had
heard on the news that high fever and cough are the symptoms of corona. My father
immediately took them to the Doctor. The doctor gave them medication and advised
that they should not step out of the house at all.
We live in a small 20 square meter house and it’s nearly impossible for each one of
us to maintain one-meter distance with each other. My father put my brother and me
at one-meter distance, placed him and my mother at one-meter distance and put both
my sisters together on the bed. My sisters recovered in the next two three days and we
were very happy about this. In the afternoon we were watching the news and I changed
the channel to see news. There was a news report which stated that all the students
from class first to class seventh and class eleventh have been promoted to the next class.
When I heard this news, I was ecstatic and I started to dance and sing, while jumping
in joy. I ran down to the lane and told all my friends that now, I was a class ten student.
On the fifteenth day of the lockdown, my class teacher called on our phone. He
said that our classes will now be held through whatsapp and asked for my whatsapp
number. I gave Sir our whatsapp number.
Tomorrow, ’Shab E Baraat’ will be observed. But because of the lockdown we will
not be celebrating ’Shab E Baraat‘ as we usually do. All the mosques are shut. On
the day of ‘Shab E Baraat’, I bathed and dressed and went down to the street. All my
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friends were wearing new clothes. We cooked ‘halwa’ in the evening and then, my
mother sent me to offer and distribute halwa to the others. At night we offered
Namaaz and read the verses of ‘Surah-Yaseen’ and then went off to sleep.
I was happy on the twentieth day of the lockdown as it was the last day before the
lifting of the lockdown. At night It was announced on the tv news that the Prime
Minister will address the nation at 10 am tomorrow morning. In the morning at 10
the Prime Minister informed that the numbers of corona patients were not decreasing
and in the light of this the lockdown is being extended for nineteen more days i.e. till
3rd may. When I heard this, I became really sad. It felt as if my body was burning
and my mouth was agape.

ICY CALM AT HOME
Roshni Arya
Before the lockdown, whenever my mother came back from work exhausted, all she
wanted was a glass of water. She did not like the work of making momos (dimsums),
but she had learnt to make them to earn money to run the house. She didn’t ever
mind spending an entire day in-front of the building selling momos, because that
brought income that really helped to run the house.
My mother and father could rarely spend much time together. And yet there was
joy in the house. There were smiles on the faces and the house was humming with
activity all the time. My parents were never disturbed by the cacophonous sounds
inside or outside. My father would go to work in the evening while my mother would
be returning from work at that time. They could only meet and converse with each
other late at night or at dawn. There was a rhythm in everything. This routine was
tough, but everyone was willing to live it.
Now my parents sit together for a long time, but they hardly talk to each other.
Whenever there is a conversation, it leads to an all-encompassing despondency in
the house. I am scared that if this despair continues for a few more days, all the voices
in this house might die.
My mother has no space for herself. She sits near the staircase for a long time
and keeps on staring at it. My father spends his day inside the room or goes to the
terrace. My mother keeps on checking the money left in her wallet. We watch the reruns of the old shows on television, remembering earlier days.
To keep herself from being overpowered by the slowly creeping troubles, my
mother thinks of ways to keep herself occupied, like sewing a pillow, stitching a
blanket, cleaning the house. It seems as if she doesn’t want any rest at all. She has
a hunger to be exhausted. This is the hunger she quite likes now.
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The money is about to finish, and borrowings are increasing. The vegetables, food
items and rations have become expensive. Now my mother sees that the same dish
is used for the three meals, and the leftover rotis (Indian bread) are crushed and
reused as breakfast food. It’s the 40th day of the lockdown. Nobody knows till when
this eerie silence will engulf our home.

SOUNDS OF SILENCE
Roshni Khatun
Ammi(mother) and Abbu(father) usually speak to each other on the stairway outside
the house. They both very well know that there is trouble with work. Despite having
work, they cannot go to work. Due to this lockdown, money is not able to come.
It’s not that my parents don’t have space in the house to sit and talk to each other
but they don’t want to sadden the other faces in the family. They are discussing work
daily. This we are well aware of.
Abbu’s words, that he was uttering very softly, have settled in my ears. He was
saying, “There is no work happening these days, so the boss is not going to pay the
wages. We will have to use our bank savings to tide over these days. My body is also
stiffening because of not working. I feel I am losing my mind, sitting at home”. My
mother was clenching her hands and Abbu was looking at the rough, uneven street.
There is a strange kind of silence in the house. It seems that all of us are trying
to hide something. Something that everyone knows but no one wants to show.
The food items are dwindling. Shopkeepers have refused credit. It seems the house
is coming to bite us. In a few days, we also have to pay for the cable connection.
Television has been the only thing that is helping the house to hide its silence. That
too will stop in a few days.
The wounds of the lockdown are showing on my father’s face. Work, income,
problems of the household and things finishing are intensifying by the day. My
mother’s role has become to hide the sorrow of the house and my father has become
the actor who has to just smile in front of his children.

NOT LIKING ANYTHING
Preeti
The roads of the city have become empty. There is not a single person in sight, neither
an adult, nor a child. People get out of the house only for essential work. Earlier only
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the girls used to cover their faces with a scarf, but now everyone, whether a girl or a
boy, a man or a woman, girl, has their face covered with a mask or a cloth. All are
feeling scared. No one meets, greets or speaks with another.
I am not liking the city.
Nowadays even the bus does not run on the road. There are many batteryoperated rickshaws lined outside our lane. They have been tied and locked with a
thick iron chain. A thick layer of dust has settled on them. Nobody can tell when
these rickshaws will ply again. One feels nervous listening to the news about corona.
My father is watching news the entire time. My mother keeps on calling her
employers, telling them, that she would immediately join back work as soon as the
public transport becomes functional.
I am not liking my neighborhood too.
Whenever my sister Chandni slips out of the house, my mother scolds her badly.
She gives her a bath and confines her in the house. I remember that earlier my
mother never used to worry so much about where we were coming from or where we
were playing. She was always busy with her work. Now when she pays so much
attention to us, it feels nice.
I don’t even like my house.
Earlier the television showed different types of news about school education or
decisions of the government but now they tell about corona and corona alone. My
mother also keenly watches the news to know when the buses and rickshaws will
start plying in Delhi.
I don’t even like the news now.
The money in the house is totally finished. My mother is trying various means to
arrange for food. There is an air of despondency amidst us. There is no happiness visible
on my father’s and mother’s face. Even while watching a comedy film, no one laughs.
I just don’t like this lockdown at all.

ROOFTOP CHANNEL
Deepali Tonk
The 25 x 35-foot apartment has two rooms. In one room, there’s a shrine and a little bed;
the other room has a closet and a single bed. But most of the time, my family sits outside.
Nowadays, during this lockdown, we are getting bored of the constantly playing
Videocon television that sits on our table. But everyone present in the house, my
brother, sister, ma and dad half-heartedly keeps changing the channel they like. Once
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they get bored of watching TV, each person grabs a corner to sit in and chooses some
friends to call. Or, they rifle through the fridge, turning it upside-down and, not
finding anything, begin washing the dirty dishes in the tiny kitchen in the corner of
the house. And this is the surprising thing: before today, no one ever showed this
much interest in the refrigerator or the television. But now, we can think of this this
as a kind of desperation! Everyone is trying to find ways to keep their mind occupied.
In order to keep my mind busy, while I’m reading my book, I keep an eye on the
black, small and big hands of the round clock, hanging on the wall that has been
painted green and pink. Normally, I rarely look at the clock, but as this lockdown has
progressed, the clock and I have become friends—so much so that, when the clock
strikes five o’clock every day, I feel my gaze being pulled towards it. The influence of
the clock is so great that these days, five o’clock is always spent on the roof. In normal
times, people might make one or two rounds on their roofs, during which time I would
also go to the roof to hang the clothes out to dry. But these days, five o’clock comes
and I am neither hanging clothes nor putting water in the flower pots.
When the clock strikes five, I feel like I am being released. I grab my necessities,
most importantly my phone, open the door, and hurry up the three or four steps to
the roof. Once I’m on the roof, I don’t have the feeling of being under lockdown as
much because I am rarely able to meet everyone anyway. But these days, I get to
meet everyone daily on the rooftop. When I look at the sky from the roof, I feel like
I’ve never seen such beautiful clouds with my naked eyes. The birds are flying
overhead—I’ve never watched their flight and games as closely as I do now. I keep
taking pictures of the different shapes that they make in the sky and capture them
in my phone’s gallery. Seeing me do this, the kids also insist that I take photos of
them. They are on another roof. I zoom in on them and click their photo.
In the evening time, the roof assumes a different color altogether. From the
rooftop, the houses look like zigzag lines. The clothes hanging on those zigzag lines,
for drying look like colorful ribbon decorations. In the evening, it's as if there's a
festival happening on everyone’s rooftop. Someone is dancing on their roof; another
person is spreading out a sheet to do the namaaz prayer; somewhere else, someone
has put incense and diyas (oil lamps) under their Tulsi plants, spreading light and
sweet fragrances. In the distance, you can see a few kites, made out of newspapers,
flying. Amidst all of these activities, our neighborhood aunties, the ones whose age
one can’t really be certain of, but if you were to guess then they are probably about
40-45 and 50, these aunties put on their saris or suits, place their dupattas around
their necks, and become local news channels, each broadcasting from their own
respective roof. They sit on their roofs and tell everyone the daily news, like this one
today: “Are I’ve heard that the patient count keeps rising.” That’s our Sharma aunty,
who must be at least 35, speaking as she adjusts her dupatta (long scarf).
Right then, another woman jumps up, covering her mouth with the pallu of her
sari, and says: “Well, the people who are still going outside will find out soon enough
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when they get tested and a pipe is put in their mouth, am I right or not?” And in this
way the aunties mock the Corona-spreaders: “They are all doing this deliberately, did
you see the news yesterday, the Prime Minister said that on April 5th at 9 pm
everyone should take diyas, candles and, what are they called, torches and go on
their balconies for nine minutes.”
“Yes, but we don’t have any diyas in my house.”
“Let’s just light some old candles then.” (That's Rani Aunty speaking, whose
beautiful sarees are always the talk of the neighborhood. She must be at least 45 by
now, but even today she doesn’t look older than 30.)
“Okay…”
When the news broadcast will end, nobody knows, but the people on the rooftop
are oblivious. Leaving behind what is happening in the world, they become engrossed
in the playful banter of their own small worlds. People sitting on the rooftops discuss
and deliberate amongst themselves. They share a familiarity with each other. They
stroll on their roofs for a few minutes and then return to continue their yacking.
After all, how long can they keep making faces? Everyone knows that it is uncertain
how long the lockdown will continue yet we all have live together. Every evening, the roof
radiates a different color and the people, soaking in all of the colors, become colorful
themselves. I, too, keep taking pictures of this colorful tapestry, as I look at the sky.
I wonder what will happen if it gets hot and we are still under lockdown. Will the
rooftops still be decorated with people? One rooftop aunty blurts out: “So what, we
will just have to cool down by washing ourselves with water.”
“And brother, where else can we go…if we stay in the house, we will suffocate…
please just let this plague leave us soon!”

STUDIES FADEIN THE LUSTRE OF PEARLS
Arish
When the lockdown opened, slowly everyone's work started opening. My father has also
started bringing fruits from the wholesale market and putting them on his cart and
going to Turkman Gate to sell them. The market has opened up, our cart is being set
up, but people are coming less. If more days pass by, the fruits also begin to rot. Papa
is unable to recover his money. Now, we do not even ask him for money to run the house.
Mother needs money to run the house. There are expenses of ration, mobile
phone, gas cylinder and along with that our expenses as well. She used to do piece
rate work at home even before the lockdown, but when the lockdown was declared,
the piece work stopped coming because the whole market was closed. As soon as
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the lockdown opened, Auntie brought home a big sack to make pieces and told my
mother - “Prepare these and give them to me in two days. It’s to be done fast.’’
Mother said- "Two days are less for so many pieces, it is a work of three to four
days. How will it be made so soon?” Then aunty said - "You see, if you can't make
it, then I will get these made by someone else.’’ Mother said – “Ok, I will try to get
all the work ready in two days.”
The task involved intricate work of bending the coils and threading the pearls.
You get twenty rupees for making one thousand pieces. Holding the sack, mother
said - "You come in the morning on the third day and take the work". Aunty kept the
sack and left. Mother said to my elder sister - "Finish all the household work quickly
and then we shall sit down to make the pieces". Sister is elder to me and does not go
to school. Then mother also said to me - "Son, the order has to be completed soon,
so you too sit with us to make them, don't go out anywhere". I was about to go for
play outside, but I sat quietly. My friends also came to call me, but mother told them,
“Aarish will not go now”. I was not feeling good.
Sister cleaned the house. After the house was cleaned, Ammi opened the sack in
the room and scattered the material on the floor. It had tiny pearls and nails with
very fine wires. Pearls had to put in the wires and stuck on the thermocol. There were
small strips of thermocol on which the completed work had to be pinned so that it
would not get lost. I did not know how to do this work. Many a times I had seen Ammi
in the house, doing this work but never sat with her to lend a helping hand.
Earlier, while I used to be at school and father would be at the cart, Ammi and
Aapi used to complete the pearls -work. After coming from school, I used to go to the
centre, do my home-work and play in between. I would sleep early at night and get
up early to go to school in the morning. But during the lockdown, time has gone
hither thither. Staying at home all day, I would get bored.
Ammi said - "Aarish will string the pulse in the wire.’’ Aapi and Ammi would twist the
wire with plier. We used to make the pieces till late at night. Doing intricate work
continuously caused pain in the eyes. But it was necessary to complete the work. I would
think that Ammi's workload would be lightened if I lend a helping hand. She will not be
burdened with work. By doing this together we finished the entire work on time. The next
day, when aunty came to collect the completed order, in return she gave Ammi Rs. 200
for 10,000 pulse. We were very happy. Ration came to our house and Ammi cooked food.
In the same way, aunty sometimes gives pearl-work, and after a few weeks, the
work of tassels. Tassels have to be attached to the buttons. I enjoy doing the tassel
work. Colorful buttons and silk tassels look so beautiful. Doing the pearl work is
complicated. When piece work order is less, I concentrate on my school work and
games. In the free time, I also complete worksheets received from my class. But now
I do not like staying at home. I wonder when my school would reopen and I get to
meet my friends, play and study with them.
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